Abstract-Mobile networks of the future are predicted to be much denser than today's networks in order to cater to increasing user demands. In this context, cloud based radio access networks have garnered significant interest as a cost effective solution to the problem of coping with denser networks and providing higher data rates. However, to the best knowledge of the authors, a quantitative analysis of the cost of such networks is yet to be undertaken. This paper develops a theoretic framework that enables computation of the deployment cost of a network (modeled using various spatial point processes) to answer the question posed by the paper's title. Then, the framework obtained is used along with a complexity model, which enables computing the information processing costs of a network, to compare the deployment cost of a cloud based network against that of a traditional LTE network, and to analyze why they are more economical. Using this framework and an exemplary budget, this paper shows that cloud-based radio access networks require approximately 10 to 15% less capital expenditure per square kilometer than traditional LTE networks. It also demonstrates that the cost savings depend largely on the costs of base stations and the mix of backhaul technologies used to connect base stations with data centers.
I. INTRODUCTION
Future mobile network deployments are expected to be much denser than networks of today in order to provide significantly higher data rates to a larger number of users. This densification of networks also necessitates novel technologies which are able to cope with more complex deployment and interference scenarios, and are able to improve the utilization of the network, while providing the flexibility required to adapt to a scenario at hand. In this context, centralization of the Radio Access Network (RAN) functionality plays an essential role. In a centralized RAN, functionality of the protocol stack is executed at a central data center or cloud platform, which is why we refer to this type of deployment as Cloud-RAN in this work. Cloud-RAN requires additional infrastructure for data centers while the communication infrastructure is less complex and may be conceivably cheaper, as indicated by [1] and [2] . Hence, there is an inherent trade-off between improved system performance and the costs incurred in a centralized RAN.
A. Cost efficiency in Cloud-RAN
So far, quantitative studies on Cloud-RAN have focused on improvements in terms of throughput and energy efficiency. The constraints under which Cloud-RAN is sustainable from a cost perspective are, therefore, unclear. These constraints, however, will play an important role in the decision to deploy Cloud-RAN. In a Cloud-RAN system, many different interdependent factors determine the cost of deployment and operation, such as device intensities, equipment cost, capacity cost, infrastructure cost, and data processing cost. This paper is, to the best of our knowledge, the first complete analysis which takes both communication and data processing capabilities as well as their relationship to deployment costs into account. Furthermore, it also considers how the costs (listed above) are related and how different system parameters impact the overall cost. The framework derived in this paper allows identifying operating regimes in which Cloud-RAN proves more cost effective. Most importantly, the framework derived is parametrized in a way that permits the evaluation of various deployments and utilization scenarios.
B. Related Work
Though knowledge of the total cost of networks and methods of modeling them have always been important, there are not many non-proprietary works which show how the cost (irrespective of whether it is capital expenditure or operational expenditure) of an entire network can be computed. The first paper which addressed this topic was [3] and it demonstrated how the deployment costs of a fixed line telecommunication network could be calculated based on a model using homogeneous Poisson processes. Inspired by which, our paper [4] used a similar model (using homogeneous Poisson processes) to compute the deployment costs of a homogeneous mobile network including the entire backbone infrastructure. This work was extended upon in [5] , which modeled heterogeneous networks (along with their backhaul infrastructure) using various stationary point processes. The above mentioned works, however, take neither the Cloud-RAN concept nor the additional information processing costs into account. Now, as far as Cloud-RAN is concerned, since its introduction in [2] , the concept (as a whole) has drawn significant attention. Not long ago, the Next Generation Mobile Networks Alliance published a technical report (see [6] ) which states that, besides performance improvements through multicell processing, improvements in cost-and energy-efficiency are also expected. However, the report does not provide a quantitative analysis of the characteristic benefits of a Cloud-
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RAN system. In comparison, the white paper [1] states that Cloud-RAN reduces capital expenditure by 15% and operational expenditure by 50% when compared to a (traditionally deployed) distributed network. The report, however, does not detail how these numbers were obtained.
Most of the work on Cloud-RAN focuses on fully centralized networks, i.e., all RAN functionality is executed at the data center. In contrast, [7] proposed a flexible centralization of RAN depending on the actual backhaul network characteristics. This flexibility allows exploiting a part of the centralization gain despite non-ideal connections between small-cells and a data center. However, as detailed in [8] , this is accompanied by challenges in the operation of Cloud-RAN and the signal processing performed. In addition to which, none of the literature available considers the relationship between the data processing resources required and the mobile communication traffic offered. In [9] , Bhaumik et al. provided a comprehensive quantitative assessment of the computational resources required for a specific configuration of a 3GPP LTE mobile network and showed that the turbo-decoding process requires a majority of the processing resources. However, [9] does not provide a model which allows extrapolating these results to different system configurations and nor does it enable quantifying centralization gain in a Cloud-RAN system.
The first comprehensive analytical model to assess decoder complexity was by Grover et al. in [10] . In [11] , this model was extended to include the entire mobile network and to allow quantifying the data processing requirements. This framework allows to dimension the data processing resources of a Cloud-RAN system such that a given quality criterion is met; e.g., the probability that the system has insufficient data processing resources to process all incoming transmissions, which is referred to as computational outage [12] .
C. Contributions and organization of the paper
This paper introduces a model using various spatial point processes for analyzing the deployment costs of a Cloud-RAN system which takes users, base stations (both macro and micro), backhaul (both microwave and optic fiber), and data centers into account. An expression for the average cost of deploying a data center is derived from which the total deployment cost of the network is found. Then, we utilize a data processing model (which helps dimension the data center based on the traffic demands as well as decoder quality) to provide values which can be used in the expression for deployment cost. Using these values, we examine whether Cloud-RAN based networks are more economical than traditional LTE networks and the reasons behind it. Numerical evaluations reveal that Cloud-RAN based networks are indeed more cost effective with respect to deployment costs because they are better at adapting to network load (i.e., the number of active users) and can exploit the fact that the number of processors required does not increase linearly with the load. However, these evaluations also highlight the fact that deployment cost of Cloud-RAN technologies increases when user and data center intensities increase and when the deployment favors a particular backhaul technology.
The paper is structured as follows. Section II introduces our spatial point process system model and the underlying data processing model. Section III introduces the various costs involved and derives the framework used to analyze the deployment cost of Cloud-RAN systems. Section IV evaluates the findings of Section III numerically and discusses the quantitative results. The paper is concluded in Section V.
II. PROBLEM FRAMEWORK
The problem framework consists of two subparts. The first, Section II-A, describes the model which is used to obtain the framework to calculate the deployment cost. Section II-B then describes the dependence of deployment cost on information processing costs and details how these costs can be mapped to those required as inputs to the framework obtained using the model described in Section II-A.
A. Multi-Layer System Model
This work, inspired by the model in [3] and extending upon our previous works ( [4] and [5] ), considers a network model consisting of four independent layers where each layer represents a particular network component. The four network components considered in this paper are users, base stations, backhaul nodes, and data centers. The lowest layer (layer 0) consists of users 1 represented by a homogeneous Poisson process Φ 0 ⊂ R 2 with intensity λ 0 > 0. Similarly, the topmost layer (layer 3) consists of data centers modeled by a homogeneous Poisson process Φ 3 ⊂ R 2 with intensity λ 3 > 0. Layer 2 consists of both fiber optic and microwave backhaul nodes which are modeled using a stationary mixed Poisson process (see [13] for details) Φ 2 ⊂ R 2 with a randomized intensity function X having a two-point distribution
where 0 < p < 1 is the probability of having a microwave backhaul and (1 − p) is the probability of having a fiber optic backhaul. Hence, the intensity of Φ 2 is
where λ 2MW > 0 is the intensity of the microwave backhaul and λ 2OF > 0 is the intensity of the fiber optic backhaul. The penultimate layer (layer 1) consists of base stations (macro and micro base stations) represented by a stationary Poisson cluster process Φ 1 ⊂ R 2 consisting of two parts: cluster centers representing macro base stations and cluster members representing micro base stations. The cluster centers are modeled by a stationary Poisson point process Φ 1c ⊂ R 2 with intensity λ 1c > 0, and conditioned on Φ 1c , the cluster members are modeled by an inhomogeneous Poisson point process Φ 1m ⊂ R 2 with intensity function
where λ 1m > 0 is the expected number of cluster members around each cluster center and f (·) is a continuous density function which describes how a cluster member (micro base station) is distributed around a cluster center (macro base station). It is important to note that the cluster intensity and the normalized kernel bandwidth 2 are equal and fixed. Hence, Φ 1m is a shot noise Cox process (see [14] ) and can also be considered as a Neyman-Scott cluster process (see [15] ). This implies Φ 1m , when not conditioned on Φ 1c , is stationary with intensity λ 1c λ 1m . Thus, the superposition Φ 1 = Φ 1c ∪ Φ 1m forms a stationary Poisson cluster process with intensity λ 1 = λ 1c (1 + λ 1m ) . The model applied in this paper is similar to [16] and different to [17] , which models ad-hoc networks. The network can be visualized as shown in Fig. 1 . This paper assumes that only connections between adjacent layers are allowed, for example, backhaul nodes cannot communicate with the users directly. This work also does not explicitly consider costs incurred while connecting backhaul nodes to each other as well as rate improvements due to the use of Coordinate Multi-Point (CoMP) techniques [18] .
An important factor that determines the final deployment cost is the number of users that the network needs to cater to and the number of users that are connected to a network component, i. e., the number of users (or the number of points of Φ 0 ) that are connected to a given point x in layer Φ i for i ≥ 1. This is denoted by N x and gives the total number of points in a subtree (as seen in Fig.1 ). The Voronoi tessellation (see [19] ) determines which points of the lower layer are connected to a particular point in the upper layer. By this assumption, it is implicit that the users connect to their nearest base station. In general, the cell centered at a point x belonging to process Φ i is denoted by V x (Φ i ). This structure is used in the following sections to estimate the cost of deploying a node in the backhaul layer. However, as shown in [4] , defining cell areas for associating users with their respective base stations can also be based on a Signal-to-Interference-plusNoise (SINR) tessellation which is different from the Voronoi tessellation. For more details about the SINR tessellation the reader is referred to works such as [4] , [20] , and [21] . 
B. Data Processing Model
The analysis in this section relates costs induced by operating the communication infrastructure to costs required for processing information in a Cloud-RAN system with a heterogeneous backhaul. This translation (or mapping) of costs is required to study the effect of information processing on the deployment cost of a network. The communication infrastructure spans multiple layers and is composed of the base station layer as well as the backhaul layer. Furthermore, the data center layer also processes all incoming and outgoing transmissions. The processing requires ample computational resources which are dependent directly on the parameterization and operating regime of the mobile network. A major contributor to the cost of a Cloud-RAN system is the data center layer. If a data center is provided with too few computational resources, computational outage occurs. In which case, a transmission may not be successfully decoded though the channel quality is satisfactory. In contrast, if the system is over provisioned, it will be underutilized most of the time, which reduces the cost effectiveness of a centralized system. In general, the processing requirements can be separated into those for uplink and downlink. As shown in [9] based on the OpenAir platform (see [22] for details), the processing requirements in the uplink exceed those of the downlink by a factor of 5 or more. A majority of the uplink processing resources are required for the decoder, i.e., more than 80 % of the overall expected uplink processing resources. Additionally, while the processing demand in the downlink is fairly predictable, it is highly variable in the uplink. For the sake of brevity, we assume symmetric uplink and downlink traffic in this paper. Furthermore, based on the results in [9] , we assume that the processing requirements of the downlink as well as the higher layers of the uplink are about 40 % of the expected processing resources of the uplink turbo decoder. It is important to note that the framework presented in this paper can also co-opt asymmetric traffic patterns and different processing distributions without changing the theoretic findings.
The uplink processing complexity is determined by the turbo decoder. Let γ denote the channel's instantaneous Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR) and k denote the index of the Modulation and Coding Scheme (MCS) chosen. Then, the complexity of the decoding process scales both with the number of information bits I(γ, k) processed and the number of iterations L(γ, k) required to decode a codeword of duration t s and bandwidth B s . In the following, we use the normalized data processing requirement
to quantify the required data processing resources, i.e., D norm provides a measure of the decoding complexity required for each bit transmitted per channel use -which is equivalent to the total complexity of decoding a codeword normalized by the temporal and spectral resources occupied by it. The normalized complexity is measured in bit-iterations per channel use (pcu) (which is equivalent to bit-iterations per second per Hertz). The advantage of using this measure is its independence from the resources occupied by the system (similar to spectral efficiency).
In contrast, Bhaumik et al. (in [9] ) performed a quantitative assessment of the required processing time in an uplink LTE system, i.e., for a specific MCS k, the time required to process one codeword has been determined. Although this empirical study is very important and valuable, it does not permit making generic inferences about the stochastic behavior of the uplink decoding process as well as the centralization gain in a Cloud-RAN system. In [11] , the authors derive an analytical model which allows evaluating the data processing requirements of a set of N cloud base stations. Fig. 2 (taken from [11] ) shows a comparison of empirical measurements and the analytical model. It is apparent that complexity clearly varies with the SNR. In fact, if the data rate R k of a chosen MCS k is close to capacity, the processing resources required also increase super-linearly. This is due to the fact that the number of turbo-decoder iterations required increases super-linearly as the system operates close to capacity. Since the complexity per iteration also increases with the SNR (due to an increase in the number of bits transmitted), the variation in the data processing requirement also increases in proportion to the SNR. In order to evaluate the extent of this dependence, we introduce the model derived in [11] briefly and use it to quantify the data processing resources required in a Cloud-RAN system.
The data processing resources required depend on the following parameters which originate from the decoder power consumption model in [10] (and is applied in [11] ). The first parameter chosen is the MCS k which determines the code rate R k at which the system is operated. Then, we consider a target channel outage probabilityˆ channel and a complexity scaling function K(ˆ channel ). The decoder connectivity ζ, which models the connectivity of the message passing algorithm, is defined and considered in [10] . Based on an empirical study, [11] details a suitable parameterization for a 3GPP LTE decoder whose parameters are ζ = 6 and K(ˆ channel ) = 0.2 withˆ channel = 0.1. Based on this model, the authors of [11] derive the functional dependence of these variables and show that the complexity of the decoder is well approximated by
Throughout this paper, we assume that signals from each base station are processed independently, i.e., multi-cell signal processing is not considered. Multi-cell signal processing has the potential to increase the system throughput, but it also requires additional data processing resources. Since both multicell signal processing and data processing resources are highly dependent on the underlying channel and traffic assumptions (and the exact nature of their relationship is hard to determine), we, therefore, do not consider multi-cell signal processing in this work. In this paper, we compare a centralized RAN implementation and a distributed implementation, where base station signals are processed locally at each base station (referred to as distributed RAN (DRAN)). A summary of the differences between Cloud-RAN and DRAN is given in Table I . In the case of centralized implementation, we assume that forward error correction and protocol layer functionality described above is performed at the central processing entity using high-volume IT hardware [8] .
Another critical aspect of system parameterization is the link-adaptation, which determines the minimum SNR for which a specific MCS k is chosen. Ideally, if perfect random codes of infinite length are assumed, we can use the SNR thresholds γ c k = 2 R k − 1, which denote the threshold for rate R k in the Shannon capacity case. However, a practical system does not operate at capacity and the SNR thresholds of a decoder (which is deployed in practice) are given by γ r k = ν γ offset γ c k where ν = 0.2 dB is a complexity calibration parameter for a system with a maximum of eight turboiterations. Furthermore, γ offset is an additional link-adaptation offset which allows the system complexity to be further reduced. The smaller the value of γ offset , the closer the system operates to capacity but greater the number of iterations necessary to decode a codeword. If the offset is higher, fewer processing resources are required which implies the existence of an inherent trade-off between processing resources provided (and their associated costs) and the performance delivered.
Based on this model, [11] derives expressions for the mean E [D norm (γ, k)] and the variance Var [D norm (γ, k)] of the processing resources. Other critical system parameters are the processing outage probability comp (N cloud ) and the outage processing demand D outage (ˆ comp , N cloud ), which are related by
D outage quantifies the data processing resources required to guarantee a maximum per-base-station computational outage probabilityˆ comp = 0.1. Fig. 3(a) shows the normalized outage resources as a function of the number of centralized base stations N cloud and the decoder quality characterized by γ offset .
Using Fig. 3(a) , we can estimate the required normalized data processing complexity in bit-iterations per channel use (D outage ). We consider a 3GPP LTE system with 10 MHz bandwidth where one user may occupy at most 45 physical resource blocks, each consisting of 7 symbols ×12 subcarriers in a sub-frame of duration t s = 0.5 ms. Therefore, the data processing resources required are given by
A typical turbo-decoder implementation requires up to 1, 000 floating point operations (FLOPs) per bit-iteration (see [23] ), i.e., the data processing demand required can be determined by D flops = D abs × 1000 FLOP /bit-iter [ FLOP /s]. As a reference, the Intel Xeon 4870 is a 10 core processor which achieves 96 GFLOP /s and is typically packaged on a quad socket board. [11] . Dashed lines denote the equivalent processing power required in a distributed implementation, i.e., DRAN.
Such a server setup (including 128 GB RAM) would cost about $ 20, 000.00. If D unit = D flops /(4×96 GFLOP /s) is the data processing demand in a number of such server setups (each server equipped with four processors), then Fig. 3(b) shows the processing power required to operate a Cloud-RAN system for three different offset values of the link-adaptation process. The dashed lines in Fig 3(b) show the equivalent processing resources in DRAN. These values will be used in Section III-C and Section IV to compute the network deployment cost.
III. COST MODEL

A. Components of Deployment Cost
Typical deployment costs incurred by a service provider can broadly be classified into equipment cost, capacity cost, and infrastructure cost. The equipment cost C i (in $/device) represents the cost of a device deployed in a particular layer i. We assume that users buy their handset, and hence, the cost (to the service provider) C 0 = 0. The equipment cost C 1 is the cost of deploying a typical base station cluster consisting of one macro base station and λ 1m micro base stations (on average). The equipment cost of a backhaul node is C 2 which is a linear combination of C 2MW and C 2OF , where C 2MW and C 2OF are the equipment costs of a microwave backhaul device and a fiber optic backhaul device, respectively. The equipment costs of base stations and backhaul nodes can be written as
where C macro and C micro are the equipment costs of a macro base station and a micro base station, respectively. Note that the cost C 1 is the cost of deploying a single cluster consisting of one parent (macro base station) and an average of λ 1m cluster members (micro base stations). Hence, the equipment cost of the (entire) base station layer is
Finally, the equipment cost of a data center is C 3 . It is important to note that C 3 is non-zero only in cases where the Cloud-RAN is implemented. In the DRAN case, C 3 = 0.
Since all point processes in our model are stationary, for mathematical simplicity, a point under consideration in the higher layer is assumed to be at the origin o. Then, the capacity cost is the cost of connecting a device at point x in layer i to another device at point o in layer i + 1 for a given capacity requirement. This cost is considered to be of the form A i,i+1 g( x ), where A i,i+1 > 0 is the base cost to be able to provide a certain capacity (or data rate) and g( x ) is a function of the distance x which determines how the base cost scales with distance. For simplicity and to include all possible rates of polynomial increases in cost, g( x ) can be considered to be in power law form given by g( x ) = x βi,i+1 where x is the distance between the points o ∈ Φ i+1 and x ∈ Φ i , and β i,i+1 ≥ 0 is the exponent based on which the cost increases. E.g., if β i,i+1 = 1, A i,i+1 g( x ) = A i,i+1 x which implies that the capacity cost increases linearly with distance. It is important to note that the base capacity cost A i,i+1 can consist of many different components such as connectivity cost, etc. In this work, we assume the base capacity costs A 0,1 and A 1,2 to be fixed 3 and focus on the base capacity cost of data centers, i.e., A 2,3 , since our intention is to find the dependence of deployment costs on processing and communication costs in cloud based radio access networks. The base capacity cost of data centers is dependent on two main factors. We call the first as "capacity delivery cost", A 2,3 , which is the cost of delivering a given data rate to a particular distance. The second is the "data processing cost", A 2,3 , which is dependent on the number of users and their demands, but does not scale with distance, i.e., β 2,3 = 0 for A 2,3 . The complexity model detailed in Section II-B forms the basis for defining the data processing cost between the backhaul and the data centers, which will be elaborated upon in Section III-C. Therefore, the base capacity cost of a data center can be written as A
where θ i,i+1 ≥ 0 determines how fast the base infrastructure cost increases with distance. Though the definitions of capacity and infrastructure costs are similar, the reason for considering them separately is as follows. Infrastructure cost is the cost incurred while laying the cable or installing microwave equipment which increases with the distance between the two points to be connected (due to labor charges, etc.). Furthermore, each technology has the ability to deliver a given data rate (with minimal losses) up to a particular distance for a fixed cost. Now, if the data rate desired is more than what a single installation of a particular technology can provide, it requires more than one installation of the same technology. Since additional installations can use the same physical route (e.g., cabling along the same path) as the initial installation, there is no (or negligible) infrastructure cost but there is added expenditure to meet capacity requirements, such as upgrading certain components, spectrum costs (in the case of a microwave backhaul), etc. Hence, the need for a separate cost category which we term as the capacity cost.
B. Computing the Deployment Cost
If C Φ3 is the expected cost of deploying a device in the data center layer. Then, we get Theorem 1 whose proof as well as the expression for the Palm distribution P o 1 (·) are given in Appendix A. Therefore, the total cost of such a network is given by
Note that though expressions for Ψ 3 (·) and Ψ 4 (·) are not closed form expressions like those obtained for the other terms, solving them numerically is quite simple and takes only a few seconds on commercially available software.
C. Obtaining Values for Cost Calculation
From equation (3) , in order to observe the impact of processing and communication costs on the deployment cost, we gather that methods to determine the appropriate values of base costs as well as intensities of various network components are essential. This subsection details how the intensities of the various devices in the network as well as the base costs for the respective devices are chosen. It is important to note that these values serve a purely illustrative purpose and the accuracy of the values assumed is not the primary focus of this work.
The user intensity is assumed to be λ 0 = 170/km 2 and the average user demand is assumed to be 10 Mbps based on the FTP model in [24] . Next, we use a result from our previous work, [25] , to find the base station intensity. The expression
provides a relationship between the spectral efficiency (R Φ1 (·)), user intensity, base station intensity, transmit power (P Tx ), and noise power (σ 2 N ). It must be noted that though [25] models base stations as a homogeneous Poisson point process and this work considers a stationary Poisson cluster process to model them, the following reasons make it viable to use equation (4) . Firstly, computing the base station intensity from the expression for spatially averaged rate in a network modeled using a Poisson cluster process is extremely complicated and laborious (see [16] for more details). Secondly, since we are interested only in the total number of base stations in an area for computing deployment costs, using equation (4) provides a much simpler alternative. Moreover, this paper assumes a strict Voronoi tessellation (implying that the entire area is covered) and hence, the only aspect of importance (in our scenario) is whether or not the average user demands are met. Under these assumptions, finding the "total" base station intensity required to satisfy average user demands should suffice. Lastly, the model in [25] , which is used to derive equation (4), considers a fixed transmit power per user 4 due to which a single value for the transmit power of both macro base stations and micro base stations can be assumed. However, note that the total transmit powers of the macro and micro base stations are different since macro base stations have larger coverage areas owing to which they serve a greater number of users. Now, the transmit power (in dBm) is given as P Tx = 18.22+10 log 10 (No. of sub-carriers)+30 and the noise power (in dBm) is calculated by σ 2 N = −174 + 10 log 10 (B) for a bandwidth B. Since we consider an LTE system with 10 MHz bandwidth, 29% control overhead, 600 sub-carriers, and 15 KHz sub-carrier spacing, we get P Tx = 46 dBm and σ 2 N = −146.22 dBm. In order to ensure user satisfaction, the service provider has to provide a spectral efficiency that is at least equal to what the users expect. As before, assuming the Theorem 1. In a 4-layer model that uses power law functions to describe capacity and infrastructure costs, the expected cost of deploying a data center is given by
where
,
is the Palm distribution with respect to Φ 1 .
average user demand to be 10 Mbps, results in a spectral efficiency requirement of 1.0847 bps/Hz. Substituting the values of user intensity, transmit power and noise power (in Watts), and spectral efficiency in equation (4) results in a base station intensity 5 λ 1 = 50.03/km 2 for the DRAN architecture, which is assumed to be the baseline for comparison. However, as seen in Section II-B, the spectral efficiency that can be achieved varies depending on the quality of the decoder and is represented by the link-adaptation offset γ offset . Hence, if γ offset > 0 dB, we have to account for a rate offset ∆R(γ offset ) which must be compensated for by a corresponding change in the base station intensity λ 1 . Based on the results obtained in [11] after normalization, we get ∆R(0.4 dB) = 0.01322 bps/Hz and ∆R(0.9 dB) = 0.029751 bps/Hz. Hence, the spectral efficiency for each of these cases with non-zero offset is given by 1.0847 + ∆R(γ offset ). Then, using equation (4), with all other values remaining unchanged, results in base station intensities of λ 1 = 51.2/km 2 and λ 1 = 52.8/km 2 for rate offsets ∆R(0.4 dB) and ∆R(0.9 dB), respectively. Then, for each value of λ 1 , the individual intensities of macro and micro base stations can be chosen from the set of solutions to the equation λ 1c (1 + λ 1m ) = λ 1 . Furthermore, assume the cluster variance 6 σ 2 = 0.5. This cluster variance ensures that the micro base stations are fairly widely scattered within the macro base station's cell area. Additionally, assume that it is equally likely that a particular transmission uses either a microwave backhaul or a fiber optic backhaul. This implies 5 Though the value of λ 1 is rather high and it translates to an inter-site distance of approximately 90m (if a hexagonal grid deployment is assumed), this value is in keeping with the consensus that heterogeneous networks (of the future) could have inter-site distances of about 100m or less. 6 Recall that the cluster variance determines the spread of the micro base stations around a macro base station. that p = 0.5 and λ 2 = 0.5 λ 2MW + 0.5 λ 2OF . From information provided by a large European service provider, we gather that (on average) one fiber optic backhaul node or two microwave backhaul nodes are considered for about 15 -20 base stations. Therefore, we assume λ 2 = 5/km 2 . Since the goal of this work is to observe the effects of information processing on the deployment costs, we do not assume any values for data center intensities. Section IV observes the changes in deployment cost when these intensities are varied. Finally, we detail the base costs of various devices and the rate at which they scale with the distance between two different devices. These costs (taken from [26] , [27] , and [28] ) are listed in Table II and Table III. The costs in Table II vary depending on the scenario considered, i.e., the DRAN case with γ offset = 0 dB or CRAN corresponding to Cloud-RAN. It is important to note that the references mentioned above contain a wide range of cost values for each device and the mean of the range (for each of these values) is considered in this paper. The data processing costs A 2,3 are obtained using the slopes of the curves in Fig. 3(b) and are tabulated in Table IV . They are used in Section IV for the numerical evaluation.
The sources mentioned above, i.e. [26] , [27] , and [28] , also provide the cost of a particular device and the range (in terms of radial distance) it can cover from which, the values of the exponents listed in Table V have been extrapolated. The reasons for the choice of values in Table V are as follows. The capacity cost between a user and base station is assumed to scale with distance according to the pathloss exponent. Consider a dense urban scenario which implies that the pathloss is approximately 4 (see [29] ), i. e., β 0,1 = 4. The data from [27] indicates that the capacity cost for a fiber optic backhaul scales linearly with distance, i.e., farther the distance a given capacity has to be provided to, the greater would be the cost, i. e., β 1,2 = 1. Based on information from a large European operator, we assume β 2,3 = 2 for a microwave backhaul which implies that the base capacity cost scales quadratically with distance. Similarly, with input from the same European operator, the base capacity cost for a fiber optic backhaul is assumed to scale linearly with distance, i. e., β 2,3 = 1. For a microwave backhaul, extrapolating from data collected in [26] , we find that the capacity cost between a base station and a backhaul node scales approximately quadratically with distance, i. e., β 1,2 = 2. From the costs of base stations and their respective coverage areas 7 in [28] , we infer that the infrastructure cost between a user and a base station scales quadratically with distance, i. e., θ 0,1 = 2. Based on data from [27] , we assume that the infrastructure cost for a fiber optic backhaul scales linearly with distance. Hence, θ 1,2 = θ 2,3 = 1. Similar to the capacity cost for a microwave backhaul, it can be concluded that infrastructure cost increases quadratically with distance from [26] , i. e., θ 1,2 = 2. Finally, the base infrastructure cost, based on information from operators, is assumed to scale quadratically with distance if a microwave backhaul is used, i. e., θ 2,3 = 2.
It is important to reiterate that these values serve an illustrative purpose. Since the cost effectiveness documented in Section IV is noted using the deployment costs calculated using the same values, the differences observed remain unchanged.
IV. NUMERICAL EVALUATION
The values described in Section III-C (and tabulated in  Tables II, III , IV, and V) are substituted in equation (2) for the observations made in this section. Recall that for the DRAN case the equipment cost C 3 = 0, while C 3 = $ 40, 000.00 in the case of Cloud-RAN. While it is portended that the equipment costs of (both micro and macro) base stations in Cloud-RAN would be lower than in DRAN (cf . Table II) , there is no publicly available information at the moment. Hence, let α denote the extent to which the equipment costs of base stations in the Cloud-RAN case are cheaper than in the DRAN case, i.e., Cost of a Cloud-RAN base station = α × Cost of a DRAN base station where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1. For example, from Table II , the equipment cost of a DRAN macro base station is $ 50, 000.00 where as the equipment cost of a Cloud-RAN macro base station is $ 25, 000.00. Hence, α = 0.5. Therefore, in this paper, we consider the equipment cost of base stations in the DRAN case to be twice that of the Cloud-RAN case 8 in all subsequent figures with the notable exception of Fig. 4(b) , where we observe the deployment cost when the equipment cost of a Cloud-RAN base station increases to that of a DRAN base station. Fig. 4(a) is obtained by evaluating equation (2) for various data center intensities λ 3 while keeping all other variables constant. This figure illustrates that deployment costs while employing Cloud-RAN data centers are lower than deployment costs in DRAN for a wide range of data center intensities. It is also noteworthy that the deployment costs of networks with Cloud-RAN are higher than that of DRAN only for extremely low and extremely high data center intensities. Considering such values for data center intensities, however, turn out to be quite unrealistic. The extremely high cost for very low data center intensities, i.e., λ 3 < 1, can be explained as follows. At very low data center intensities, the distances between data centers and backhaul nodes are (on average) very large leading to high infrastructure costs. Furthermore, since all the other parameters such as intensities of base stations, etc. are fixed, the few data centers that are present need to cater to a higher capacity requirement; thereby, leading to higher capacity costs. Hence, a combined effect of high infrastructure as well as capacity costs leads to very high costs for Cloud-RAN at λ 3 < 1. We also observe that at values of λ 3 > 3, the deployment cost (though still lower than that of DRAN) tends to increase. This increase is due to an increase in the total equipment cost (i.e., λ 3 C 3 ) which tends to be a major contributing factor and cannot be compensated for by the corresponding reduction in infrastructure and capacity costs. Another salient aspect observed in Fig. 4(a) is the existence of an "optimal" range of data center intensities that minimize the deployment cost of the network while ensuring that user demands are satisfied. Similar behavior was also observed in [4] and [5] which illustrated the existence of an optimal range of device intensities for minimizing deployment costs while satisfying user requirements. Fig. 4 (a) also indicates that the decoder quality, represented by the link adaptation offset γ offset , does not significantly affect the deployment cost of a network. While a decoder of poorer quality (viz. a higher γ offset ) reduces the data processing complexity required and is, thereby, supposed to reduce the deployment cost, it -however -requires more radio access points due to a degradation in performance. These two aspects counteract each other and therefore, results in deployment costs which are not highly dependent on the quality of the decoder utilized. Though the deployment costs appear approximately the same regardless of the quality of the decoder, an aspect which may be critical to the choice of the quality of the decoder to be used is a reduction in processing time. This is because an increase in the link-adaptation offset reduces the number of turbodecoder iterations and thereby, results in a lower processing latency within the central entity. It is important to note that the effectiveness of Cloud-RAN based networks can be attributed to the fact that they are better at adapting to the load (or the traffic) in the network. Contrary to DRAN (where each base station is equipped with sufficient resources to handle peak demand), Cloud-RAN exploits the computational diversity gain (illustrated in Fig. 3 ) which is obtained by exploiting the temporal-and spatial-traffic fluctuations as well as data processing fluctuations by pooling resources at a central entity (see [11] for more details). Therefore, Cloud-RAN enables a greater (and improved) utilization of centralized resources. Fig. 4(b) illustrates the deployment cost of the network with increasing values of α. This figure is utilized to highlight the dependence of deployment cost on the disparity between the equipment costs of Cloud-RAN base stations and DRAN base stations. We observe that the deployment cost increases as the cost of a Cloud-RAN base station approaches that of a DRAN base station. Hence, the cost effectiveness of cloud based networks decreases with an increase in the cost of base stations, which validates intuition. There are two further observations that can be made from Fig. 4(b) namely: the deployment cost at α = 0 shows the costs incurred for centralized data processing and connecting base stations to data centers; and the difference between the deployment costs of Cloud-RAN and DRAN at α = 1 shows the additional costs required for centralized processing. However, since the cost of Cloud-RAN base stations is estimated to be only about half of the cost of DRAN base stations (as previously mentioned), we see that Cloud-RAN networks are clearly more cost effective than DRAN networks.
Next, consider Fig. 5 which shows two more examples of how the parameterization chosen impacts the deployment costs of a Cloud-RAN network, i.e., the traffic demand represented by user intensity λ 0 and the share of microwave backhaul represented by p where p = 0 represents deployments with only fiber optic backhaul and p = 1 represents the case with only microwave backhaul technologies. Fig. 5(a) highlights the dependence of deployment cost on the user intensity λ 0 and we see that the cost effectiveness of Cloud-RAN networks increases with an increase in λ 0 . This is because Cloud-RAN networks are better at adapting to the network load than DRAN networks though the base station intensity (and the corresponding backhaul intensity) as well as connectivity requirements increase in both Cloud-RAN and DRAN networks.
Furthermore, Fig. 5(b) shows that the deployment type whose deployment cost is the lowest is one where both microwave and fiber optic backhaul technologies exist (viz. 0 < p < 1) rather than deployments with just one technology or the other (viz. p = 0 ∨ p = 1 ). We also observe that if p = 1, i.e., only microwave backhaul deployment, there is no perceivable difference in cost between different decoder configurations, but the overall deployment costs, however, are lower when p = 0. It is also interesting to note that for p = 0, i.e., only fiber optic backhaul deployment, the deployment cost of a network using a decoder of lower quality is higher than that of a network using a decoder of higher quality. This is due to the fact that using a lower quality decoder necessitates an increase in base station intensity in order to compensate for the performance degradation. This increase in base station intensity is then accompanied by a proportionate increase in the overall cost of deployment. Finally, Fig. 6 examines the effect of the cluster variance (i.e., the spread of the micro base stations around the macro base stations) on the deployment cost of the network. The data center intensity λ 3 is chosen to be 3/km 2 based on Fig.   4 (a)(viz. σ 2 = 0.5). Fig. 6 examines three different scenarios in its sub-figures. The first, Fig. 6(a) , shows variations in deployment costs with increasing cluster variance when only fiber optic backhauling is used. Then, Fig. 6(b) considers variations in the deployment costs of a network (which has a mix of both fiber optic and microwave backhaul technologies) with increasing cluster variance. Since, Fig. 5(b) shows that the deployment cost is minimum at approximately p = 0.5 , we chose the same value in Fig. 6(b) . Lastly, Fig. 6(c) illustrates the variations in deployment costs with increasing cluster variance when only microwave backhauling is used. By comparing the deployment costs in all the three sub-figures above regardless of whether we consider Cloud-RAN or DRAN, we see that the overall deployment costs are minimized when both types of backhaul technologies coexist. Hence, corroborating Fig. 5(b) . Another interesting observation is the fact that, unlike Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 , the deployment cost curves for the various offsets in the Cloud-RAN case are much farther apart. This behavior indicates that the extent of spread of the micro base stations around the macro base stations has a significant impact on the deployment costs of Cloud-RAN networks.
V. CONCLUSIONS
This paper analyzes the cost effectiveness of Cloud-RAN based heterogeneous networks against a distributed implementation of LTE heterogeneous networks. The main result of the work is a theoretic framework which helps compute the deployment cost of a network. A complexity model, which
provides information about processing costs and its dependence on base station intensities, is used as an input along with several other base costs to compute the deployment cost of a distributed heterogeneous LTE network as well as Cloud-RAN based heterogeneous networks. We show that Cloud-RAN based heterogeneous networks cost less than standard LTE deployments and are, therefore, more cost effective than distributed networks. The findings also reveal that deploying a mix of backhaul technologies is more cost effective than using just one type of technology. Finally, it is also observed that the spread of the micro base stations around the macro base stations has a significant impact on the deployment cost of Cloud-RAN networks. APPENDIX Proof. The average cost of deploying a data center, C Φ3 , can be defined as equation (5) where
is the Palm expectation with respect to the process Φ 3 . Separating the terms after using the exchange formula of Neveu (see [30] ), substituting the individual values of A 2,3 , and taking into account that A 2,3 is independent of distance results in equation (6) where the point of observation is shifted to the origin 'o' and z o is the point of the point process Φ 2 closest to 'o'. Equation (6) can be solved using a sort of an iterative process. First, consider the second and third terms of the RHS. Since the point processes in each layer are independent of the others, we can write the second and third terms of the RHS of equation (6) as 
where b (o, a ) is an open ball of radius a centered at o.
Here, equality (a) is due to the independence of the point processes, 1(·) is the indicator function, and Φ 3 (·) is now a stationary counting measure on R 2 . The equality (b) is due to the Refined Campbell theorem (see [30] ) where P 
where the RHS of equality (c) is in radial coordinates, which (upon computation) results in the expression with the Gamma function. The fourth term of equation (6) 
Consider the inner Palm expectation term, (i.e., the fifth term) of equation (6) . Using the exchange formula of Neveu [30] , we obtain equation (10) , [20] . Hence, we can write the second term of the RHS of equation (10) 
Poisson process. Hence, its Palm distribution is given by Hence, substituting equation (12) in (11) and integrating, we obtain .
Finally, the Palm expectation of the last term of the RHS of equation (10) can be simplified using the exchange formula of Neveu:
A 0,1 x β0,1 + B 0,1 x θ0,1
where a o is the effective distance between the base station at o and a user. With the use of the Refined Campbell theorem, the first term on the RHS of equation (15) is 
Since Φ 1 is a Poisson cluster process, finding its Palm distribution P o 1 (·) is slightly more complicated. Using the J-function (see [31] ) and the "empty space function", F (see [14] ), it is written as
where R is the random distance from o to the nearest point in Φ 1 (due to the stationarity of Φ 1 ). Note that for a realization r of the distance R, the Palm distribution can be obtained by taking the derivative of equation (17) with respect to r. The J-function of J Φ1 (R), is given by
since the processes Φ 1c and Φ 1m are independent stationary point processes (see [31] and [32] for details). As shown in [31] , since Φ 1c is a stationary Poisson process, J Φ1c (R) = 1 and J Φ1m (R) can be derived as
f (x) exp − y ≤R λ 1m f (y + x)dy dx, from the general expression for stationary Cox processes provided in [14] . Hence, the J-function can be written as Then, recalling that [1 − F Φ1 (R)] is the void probability (see [13] ), we get 1 − F Φ1 (R) = exp − λ 1c
Hence, the Palm distribution can be found by substituting equations (18) and (19) in equation (17) . Therefore, for a realization R = r, equation (16) 
Then, substitute equations (20) and (21) in equation (15) . Finally, substituting equations (13), (14), and (15) in equation (10) and in turn substituting equations (8), (9), and (10) in equation (6) results in equation (3) . Note that equations (20) and (21) can be evaluated easily using numerical integration.
